DTX Network
Services
DTX Network Services helps SMEs everywhere stay at the cutting edge of
digital transformation. With Dropbox, they can practice what they preach.
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About DTX
Leeds-based DTX Network Services provides
internet, telephone and mobile services to local
businesses - with a particular focus on SMEs.
Specalising in providing professional and reliable
voice and data networks for business, DTX helps
its clients stay online and connected at all times.

Practice what you preach
Although trading in digital transformation, DTX’s
20-year heritage and outdated technology was
holding the company back.

“Dropbox enables us to easily collaborate
on content and share files with customers
and clients. It means we are always working
from the latest version - with everything
saved down centrally in Dropbox - and that
all edits are saved in real-time.”
Sam Hayes
Managing Director, DTX Network Services

Documents and files were duplicated between
an outdated office-based server and a series of
cumbersome filing cabinets. At the same time,
employees frequently found themselves locked
out of important documents while colleagues were
editing. They knew a better solution was needed.

If you want to find out more about Dropbox or our managed IT services, give us a call on 01302 540280.

Journey to Dropbox
Working with long-term IT partner, Nemark, DTX evaluated a number of
cloud services. They eventually chose Dropbox because of how easy it is
for employees and clients to collaborate on the same files in real time.
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Keeping DTX agile,
resilient and online
With Dropbox and the dedicated
support of Nemark, DTX has
transformed its business from
the ground up. Now, whatever
happens with the pandemic or
remote working in the future DTX knows its employees and
clients can continue to collaborate
and do their best work.

“Nemark knew Dropbox was what we needed and
they were absolutely right. Now we’ve ditched
our old server and filing cabinets, we’re saving
time, space and hassle. This not only means we
are more productive as a team, but it means we
are able to provide a better and more efficient
service to our clients.”
Sam Hayes
Managing Director, DTX Network Services

If you want to find out more about Dropbox or our managed IT services, give us a call on 01302 540280.

